May 15, 2023

VIA ECFS

Ms. Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
45 L Street NE
Washington, DC 20554

Re: Expanding Flexible Use of the 12.2-12.7 GHz Band, WT Docket No. 20-443;
Expanding Use of the 12.7-13.25 GHz Band for Mobile Broadband or Other
Expanded Use, GN Docket No. 22-352

Dear Ms. Dortch:

On May 11, 2023, participants in the 5G for 12 GHz Coalition (“Coalition”) and the undersigned counsel of INCOMPAS met with representatives from the offices of Chairwoman Rosenworcel and Commissioners Carr and Simington, and conducted a virtual meeting with the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau to discuss the public draft of the Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Order (“12 GHz Order and FNPRM”) in the above-referenced proceedings. A full list of the meeting attendees is provided in Attachment A.

During the meeting, the Coalition expressed interest in the Commission’s continued efforts to explore proposals to make the best and most efficient use of the 12.2-12.7 and 12.7-13.25 GHz bands in order to bridge the digital divide, increase competition, deliver next generation services to consumers and spur U.S. leadership in wireless.

If you have any questions about this filing, please feel free to contact me.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher L. Shipley

Executive Director of Public Policy
INCOMPAS
(202) 872-5746
cc

Erin Boone
Jonathan Campbell
Greg Watson
Baron Chan
Blaise Scinto
Brian Wondrack
Jack Detiveaux
Jessica Greffenius
John Lockwood
Lamine Kone
Natasha Wiltz
Peter Daronco
Simon Banyai
Stephen Buenzow
ATTACHMENT A

May 11, 2023 Meeting Attendees

Meeting with Chairwoman Rosenworcel’s Office

5G for 12 GHz Coalition
• Chip Pickering, INCOMPAS
• Christopher L. Shipley, INCOMPAS
• Hadass Kogan, DISH
• Harold Feld, Public Knowledge
• Jim Billimoria, Rational360
• Sascha Meinrath, X-Lab
• Stephanie Joyce, CCIA
• Will Spiller, Rational360

Office of the Chairwoman
• Jonathan Campbell, Acting Legal Advisor, Wireless, International, and Space

Meeting with Commissioner Carr’s Office

5G for 12 GHz Coalition
• Christopher L. Shipley, INCOMPAS
• Harold Feld, Public Knowledge
• Jeff Blum, DISH
• Jim Billimoria, Rational360
• Joe Shelton, White Cloud
• Michael Calabrese Open Technology Institute
• Sascha Meinrath, X-Lab
• Stephanie Joyce, CCIA
• Will Spiller, Rational360

Office of Commissioner Carr
• Greg Watson, Policy Advisor

Meeting with Commissioner Simington’s Office

5G for 12 GHz Coalition
• Chip Pickering, INCOMPAS
• Christopher L. Shipley, INCOMPAS
• Harold Feld, Public Knowledge
• James Childs, mmwave
• Jeff Blum, DISH
Office of Commissioner Simington
  • Erin Boone, Chief of Staff and Wireless Advisor

Meeting with Wireless Telecommunications Bureau

5G for 12 GHz Coalition
  • Alex Hagen, Etheric Networks
  • Alison Minea, DISH
  • Christopher L. Shipley, INCOMPAS
  • Jim Billimoria, Rational360
  • Kathleen Burke, Public Knowledge
  • Stephanie Joyce, CCIA
  • Will Spiller, Rational360

Wireless Telecommunications Bureau
  • Baron Chan
  • Blaise Scinto
  • Brian Wondrack
  • Jack Detiveaux
  • Jessica Greffenius
  • John Lockwood
  • Lamine Kone
  • Natasha Wiltz
  • Peter Daronco
  • Simon Banyai
  • Stephen Buenzow